TOP TIPS

Contract cost management solution for small and medium sized contractors

Avoid the Hidden
Costs of Plant Hire
Hiring plant is a part of every construction project and often seen
as the most cost-effective option; a recent Wells Fargo Equipment
Finance survey showed that a third of contractors hire plant when
work required doesn’t justify a purchase.
But could renting equipment actually be costing you more
money than you think?
Without effective plant management, something as simple as
hiring an excavator or mini digger can go from being convenient
to costly in a matter of days. If a project’s plant hire costs make
up 40% of a project’s total budget, saving just 5% of those costs
could translate to an additional 2% profit on the contract.
Clearly, plant hire can have a significant impact on a project’s
margins - so here’s how to reduce them.

Stay local
The further you are from a supplier, the greater the cost of getting your equipment delivered. Whether it’s calculated per
mile or using a predefined band system, simply locating a trusted plant supplier based near the project can save money
on equipment hire and there are plenty of comparison websites to help you do your homework.

Keep track – avoid overdue fees
Once equipment is on-site, it’s easily forgotten about and quickly becomes a drain on resources rather than a money
saver by incurring overdue fees from the supplier. Instead of relying on spreadsheets, the right software can help
contract and project managers monitor where plant is on-site and generate automated alerts when the equipment needs
returning, boosting efficiency and avoiding overdue penalties which can quickly amount.

Consider buying
Despite the perceived wisdom of hiring plant, for frequently-used equipment it can make more sense to buy it outright
and recoup the costs in the long term. If you often spend £400 a week to keep a mini digger on site, only to forget
about it and incur late fees time and again, you’re likely to end up paying more than the cost of the digger itself in the
end. Starting to collect cost information on plant helps businesses make this decision based on real numbers.

Construct for Sage from Eque2 makes plant management easy, reducing the cost of equipment hire
and improving operational cashflow. From tracking plant, so that it isn’t left on site longer than necessary,
to generating automated alerts and reports warning you of potential overcharges, software can
help you avoid the hidden costs of plant hire.

To find out more about how to improve plant management with Eque2’s range of
construction and contracting software solutions, visit www.eque2.co.uk

